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The Maloof Controllable Propeller A Progress Report



By Ralph P. Maloof (EAA 89233) P.O. Box 38 Calabasas, CA 91302



a special crankshaft seal chamber and oil bypass plumbing employing a small electric valve. Low pitch is achieved with valve closed (power off) and high pitch results from throwing a switch which energizes the valve and admits



oil to the prop cylinder by diverting the oil to the special L.LMOST TWO YEARS have passed since I initiated the design of the Model C-3.6 controllable prop for high speed, very light aircraft. The jumping off point was a prototype of similar configuration (but much greater weight) which provided insight to the problems associated with small homebuilts and converted engines. With much encouragement from Joe Horvath of Revmaster, I undertook to bring forward a low priced, light weight, uncomplicated, all metal, remotely controllable prop that would yield excellent kinetic efficiency, while maintaining acceptable speed matching between engine and airplane. In June, 1976, the first of four prototypes was installed on a Revmaster 2100 D four cyclinder engine at Chino, California (see Picture No. 1). The usual debugging was required to obtain good function of the pitch mechanism, and thereafter, the problem of controlling the engine oil, used in shifting the prop, was addressed. To obtain a reaction to the idea from EAA'ers, several props were



put on display at Oshkosh in August of '76. The Revmaster demonstration unit had a pusher configuration operating during the fly-in and the Polliwagen static display had a tractor prop installed. I was encouraged



by comments from fellow experimenters and decided to continue the ground test program. By January, 1977, a short production run had been completed with minor changes, and two tractor props had accumulated about sixty hours as Revmaster "test clubs". So many install/remove cycles had occurred that the flange stud threads wore out. After a long program of trial and error, an oil control circut for a two position control was devised, utilizing a double engine oil pump, 60 JANUARY 1978



shaft seal chamber. Since the prop returns to low pitch under the influences of coil springs submerged in the hub shell, considerable tinkering was required to optimize the spring size. Cold oil is still a minor problem in the prop because the springs require more time to push the oil out of the cylinder when viscosity is high. Vibration predictions were made during the design,



and attempts were made using strobe lighting to detect responses to air inflows and engine oscillations. However, the vibratory motions were too small to see using that method. A noise, sounding a bit like a twin engine airplane out of synchrony, was noticed at about 2900 rpm. Design calculations indicated no bending harmonics between 2200 rpm and 3700 rpm, so it was concluded that the noise came from blade tip stall which induced stable flutter in the blades — each one at a slightly different frequency from the other. Hence, the "beat frequency".



Subsequent flight tests revealed that the noise vanished a few seconds after the take-off roll started. On the dynamometer, there was no evidence of vibration due to crankshaft — propeller interplay. However, it was discovered during the first few flight tests that an engine induced propeller vibration was indeed present at about 2200 rpm. This vibration was first detected by Charles Gyenes, flying a turbo Revmaster powered RF-5 motorglider (see Picture No. 2) with a special 58-inch diameter version of the C-3.6 prop. Joe Horvath confirmed that a moderately strong main bearing noise appeared at about 2100 rpm and vanished at about 2500 rpm. I am embarrassed to confess that this information did not reach me until July, when Charley Weber shook loose a hub spinner on his motorglider, and I began asking questions. Unfortunately, the impressions from three



PICTURE NO. 2



different pilots failed to reveal the true danger. It was my belief that insufficient torque pulsation was present to produce fatigue loading beyond the endurance limit. I was wrong, as proved by Weber, when, after only twenty hours of running at the torsional critical speed, he threw a blade from a special, long-bladed prop near Grand Island, Nebraska. God was with him (and all of us) as Charley skillfully landed his badly damaged motorglider in a hay field without tearing it up. Of course, he did not deliberately fly at a dangerous rpm — he simply did not know about it. Since Gyenes had already completed 150 hours of flight on an even longer blade version, I expected no trouble with the propeller on the flight, but I did expect trouble with the engine, as it was lugging quite a load for such a low rpm. Nonetheless, at great expense to all of us, and at a very considerable risk to Charley, there was presented to us an invaluable bit of data, from which a clear understanding has been derived. Barn doors and horses being what they are, I set about to duplicate the resonance I suspected fatigued the blade root fitting on a large laboratory shaker (a shaker is an electromagnetic platform that vibrates at controlled frequency). With accelerometers glued on a new prop, the various natural vibrations were explored and a "disc-wise" bending vibrational resonance was found at 2160 rpm. Since Weber's prop had longer blades than the test prop, the similar frequency in his was about 2080 rpm, almost precisely the rpm he tried to hold on his cross country flight. Because of this incident I have decided not to produce the Model C-3.6 in diameters larger than 52 inches. And, as a safety precaution, an advisory letter has been sent to all owners urging them to avoid operating the propeller in the range



(Courtesy of The Author)



of 1900 to 2500 rpm, except for passing through. The propulsive efficiency obtainable with the Model C-3.6 appears to be competition with other well designed propellers in this power class. Even though the blade tips achieve transonic conditions at times, the special contour of the tip region seems to delay the onset of shock drag rise. Perhaps the most valuable feature of this propeller is its ability to be "shifted" from low to high pitch, which enables an airplane to take advantage of full engine horsepower for take-off without being under-pitched for high cruising speed. Several means of achieving infinitely variable and governed (constant speed) pitch control are now being evaluated by Revmaster Aviation. At the time of this writing, we have not yet flown a test program on a pusher type aircraft. Molt Taylor tells me he is close to a test flight with his Mini-Imp and I know of several other pusher types in a similar position. As this knowledge develops, I shall try to publish the facts. The second year of experience for the Maloof Controllables is expected to yield some interesting new tests. Arrangements have been made to "shake" a propeller in combination with a Revmaster 2100 engine with a view toward developing a larger propeller with extended



fatigue resistance to accidental operation at the restricted rpm. Also, prototyping has been initiated on a similar controllable, with wider blades, larger diameters, and horsepower up to 115 BHP. It is to be designated Model C-4.5. and will be available in both pusher and tractor versions, either rotation. Since the propeller itself is fully



controllable, we are pressing on with an electronic speed governor device which should weigh in at about one pound.
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The Felix Propeller 
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PROPELLER TRACKING 
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Propeller Care 
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Propeller Fatigue - Size 
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Demystifying Propeller Pitch 
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Metal Propeller Failure 
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